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AHPS AT MILCOPEX' 78 PLANS TAKING SHAPE

Plans for the first national meeting of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society, to be held
in conjunction with Milcopex '78, March 3, 4, and 5, point to a productive and enjoyable
event . Plans include a business meeting, a swap session and informal get-together, present-
ation of a newly updated slide show on the subject of Swiss philately, and an AHPS infor-
mation table.

Saturday, March 4th, has been designated AHPS Day at Milcopex, and most of the Society
events will take place on that day . If there is sufficient interest, and weather permits
(March in Wisconsin can bring surprises) there will be an outing to the Swiss outpost of
New Glarus to absorb the atmosphere, culture, camaraderie and gemütlichkeit.

Milcopex '78 will be held at the Ramada Inn Airport-South, 6401 South 13th Street, on the
far south side of Milwaukee . It's just off highway 1-94, and there's courtesy car service
to the airport.

If you are interested in the outing to New Glarus please drop a note into the mail to so
advise . If anyone would like assistance with room reservations or other arrangements, or
needs more information about any aspect of the meeting, a brief note will bring an approp-
riate response . Write to : Ron Buege, 2909 South 101st Street, West Allis, Wisconsin 53227.
(See page 41 for AHPS schedule at MILCOPEX)

	

(See a description of New Glarus on p . 27)
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The Auction pages in the January Tell should not have been numbered pages 25 through 28 . The

true pages 25 through 28 - v . iv appear in this issue .
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NEW SWISS, OLD WORLD, NEWGLARUS By Duane H . Freitag (Reprinted from The Milwaukee Journal)

NEW GLARUS, WIS . - Countless people, in leaving home for the first time for college, the armed
forces or a new job, discover that not everyone in the United States observes the same holidays
or eats the same food . Belatedly, they find that they are "ethnic".

And so it was with me . In my case, it was things Swiss . Glarner Swiss to be precise.

The traditional Sunday dinner of Kalberwurst (veal and cream sausage) and Rosti (fried potatoes)

or Pfaffechlotz (parsley potatoes) . A supper of Churchle (made with a crepelike batter) and fresh
strawberries.

Answering to the annual Kilby Sunday roll call at church, reminiscent of the return of the Alpine
herdsmen to the valleys in the fall . Or the echo of the church bells ringing Betleuta on a still
Saturday night in summer, reminding everyone that Sunday was the Lord ' s Day.

Although these images loom large in my memory, they're very present today in New Glarus, a small
village south of Madison that loves to bill itself as America's "Little Switzerland ."

With a population of about 1,500, the town serves as the center of Green County's Swiss culture.
Recent increased tourism has made it a bustling place in summer . More people are falling in love
with its scenic charm, either locating a second home near here or moving from the Madison area.
And villagers, both new and old, take fierce pride in their community.

"The way the town has grown has been wholesome and clean," said Millard Tschudy, a local
historian and entrepreneur who for many years ran a clothing store and now manages the Sugar
River Bicycle Trail . "We're not wholesaling junk . The clean entertainment speaks well for the
people ."

But New Glarus, despite its surface charm of neat homes, lawns, flags and Swiss style storefronts,
has had some rough days.

The village was founded in 1845 by 108 colonists escaping a depression and near famine in Canton
Glarus, Switzerland (southeast of Zurich) . They traveled together, suffering hardships not
unlike the Pilgrims, and lived in a common building at New Glarus until sufficient homes could be
built.

They struggled, as pioneers all across the US struggled, but because of their clanishness kept
pretty much to themselves and spoke their native tongue.

More immigrants followed in the later 1800s - and still come today - until the Swiss influence
was felt throughout Green County . The Swiss played a key role in the development of the dairy
industry in Wisconsin, with corner cheese factories once dotting the countryside . Monroe, about
15 miles south of New Glarus, is still a major cheese production and processing area.

The turn of the century brought a modernization of what was a simple farming community, with some
of the increasing milk supply going to a factory that made condensed milk.

Still, the Swiss gathered here for holidays, with hundreds coming for the Schuetzenfest (shooting
fest) to watch or take part in the marksmanship contest or turnen (gymnastics) or listen to the
Maennerchor (men ' s choir), all old Swiss pastimes.

After World War II, New Glarus resembled most small towns . Quiet most of the time . Young people
leaving as soon as they were out of high school.

Outwardly, the town showed its Swiss heritage by presenting "Wilhelm Tell " - an outdoor pageant
on the Swiss fight for independence from the Austrians, which is presented every year .
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But many of the foods and traditions were ebbing away . My generation did not learn to speak
the lilting Swiss-German dialect. We regret it now . On Feb. 15, 1962, the milk condensery,
then operated by Pet Milk Company closed . Many New Glarus residents worked there and the
closing brought a sad time of crying and pondering the town's future.

But the farmers' milk went to other factories or into the Chicago fluid milk market . New
highways brought Madison within easy commuting distance . The village ' s natural ethnic
qualities blossomed to meet a new demand by tourists.

Last year, more than 40,000 people used the recently opened state bicycle trail that runs
through meadows and woodlands along an abandoned railroad right of way.

"We would have to go back a long time to have more than 40,000 people use the railroad in a
year," Tschudy said.

Like the bicycle trail, many of New Glarus' attractions have evolved naturally in recent years
through individual enterprise . Although the restaurant and motel facilities are often stretched
to capacity, the community is slowly meeting the increased demand . . Where once stores were re-
done with Swiss facades, now new buildings are built in a Swiss style of architecture.

The community ' s development of tourism has not been without its detractors . It' s still a
farming town, and some think more attention should be given to that.

But it ' s a town with a quiet sense of humor, too . Even Nicholas Duerst, one of the pioneers
sent to scout a site for the colony, noted in his diary that after the colonists arrived he
went to another settlement to purchase three cows and three calves for the colony.

"However, one of these cows and one calf ran back on the way," he wrote without any additional
comment.

And there was an easy way to tell the high school basketball or football team from the oppon-
ents without checking the color of the uniform . The New Glarus team was always six inches
shorter because of the stocky Swiss frame (except for a few tall Norwegians whose ancestors had
settled nearby).

School children always giggled - and probably still do - during the Memorial Day reading of the
sons who died during the Civil War when the perfectly proper name of Hilarious Wild came up.

The Swiss penchant for using traditional family names caused problems at the Post Office . Post-
master Fred Thacker has to chuckle when he thinks of the ways his staff uses to tell whose mail
is whose . There were four Jacob Martys, four Jacob Sweifels and a number of John Peter Klassys.
Often he had to guess from the return address for whom the mail was meant . Traditional names
used by the Amish community that was here from the mid-60's to mid-'70's posed the same problem.

Those who know New Glarus best savor the town during the week when shops and restaurants can be
visited more leisurely . Friday and Saturday nights are often filled with yodeling and dancing
at the more popular bars.

For those who make it their home, New Glarus has some advantages . " Unlike many small towns,
there's something going on here, " said Jack Roberts who returned after college to run his
family drug store .
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Like a number of other people who have stayed or returned here, Jack and his wife, Bonnie, have
built a modern Swiss accented home . A carved wooden balcony, Swiss flags and canton shields,
and a philosophical saying in German decorate the exterior of their home . Inside is some
decorative wall art and a sampling of the 250 year old style of "Bauerermalerei" (farm painting),
with its intricate scrolls and flowers.

The artwork was done by Jacob Bodenman, 68, a retired Swiss artist who is spending his fourth
summer in New Glarus doing Bauerermalerei . "I work here for my pleasure and the pleasure of the
people," he said . He now makes his base at Chalet Rohner, a charming chalet country home perched
on a hill east of the village . Bodenman studied art and script painting in Switzerland, where
Bauerermalerei is common on rural homes and buildings . The scroll work is first prepared on
paper and an outline is transferred to a cupboard door, shutters, ceiling beams or a wall, after
which it is painted. Bodenman believes that he is the only Swiss artist in the US doing such work.

Arnold Weiser, who came here as a young man and turned the failing Swiss Upright Embroideries into
a booming lace factory ; chef Hans Lenzlinger of Unterwassen, Switzerland, who now runs the New
Glarus Hotel ; Robbie Schneider, a champion yodeler and Swiss flag thrower who came from Switzer-
land, and Bodenman are just a few of the people who keep the Old World flavor alive here.

Add to that what Elda Schiesser, a volunteer researcher of local history, calls "an increased
feeling and appreciation of New Glarus' heritage" and you'll see why, even though there are no
Alps here, Wisconsin does have a Little Switzerland.

(This article should put you in the mood for the first convention of AHPS to take place at
MILCOPEX, March 3 to 5, 1978 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin . New Glarus is about 110 miles from
Milwaukee and a possible side trip for any AHPS participants .)

ON THE EDITOR'S DESK

The October 1977 issue of HNL concludes the second part of Tell's series on the
"Domestic Postal Rates of Switzerland" . And, C .D . Harding concludes his attack on the
Zumstein listings of the 1900 P.U.

Messrs . Hobbs and Weiner make some interesting comments on "T" postage dues.
Hobbs and another collector have prepared a manuscript showing 30 versions of the large
'T', 8 versions of the 'T' in circle, and 11 other varieties . There are also 8 or 9
versions each of the 'Ungultig ' , ' annule ' , etc ., including one in Italian . (As yet,
unpublished .)

Weiner lists varieties not appearing in Taylor's article on dues (reprinted for
the "Stamp Collector " , January, 1977) : Zum S60-62, 1949 Landscapes with "Officiel
overprint cancelled with "T" in circle, U.N. Genevas, and meter marks . He suggests
that only 5 covers with "Officiel" overprints used as dues may exist.

L .M .C. Dutton has essentially completed his long series on Swiss/U .K. WWII mail
(29 parts), which analyzed some 151 covers, and a host of Swiss, English and German
procedures for mail and censorship . A splendid series.

Werner Vogel writes that the German Philatelic Society dictionary of German/English
philatelic terms can be ordered, when and if available -- no reprinting plans --only

from Frederick Behrendt, P .O. Box 563, Westminster MD 21157 . Felix Ganz also notes the
Zumstein dictionary, probably available from Frank Geiger, 49 Woods Ave ., Bergenfield,
New Jersey 07621 .
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FROM THE DESK OF THE CIRCUIT MANAGER

We had a good and busy start -- already, 50 circuits are on the road . Two
circuits have sold out completely and the owner has been paid.

The postal service has performed in an excellent manner -- no longer than 7-day
delivery has been noted. (Last year ' s deliveries took up to 4 weeks .) I previously
suggested using insured third-class mail with special handling for special material;
however, I got several responses to the effect that this is a waste and that it
would be better to send the material insured, first-class "containing third-class
material ."

On the average, much better material has been submitted than last season . Some
members, however, still charge prices that are entirely too high . Average material
(penny stuff) can only be sold at 1/3 to maximum 1/2 catalog price, and only if the
material is in clean and proper condition, cancelled, or no hinges . Better material
($10 and higher) can go to 1/2 - 3/4 catalog price . Always remember, if you submit
a booklet, you submit it to be sold, not to be looked at and cursed.

Material such as Campione, Strubel, Hotel, Soldier stamps and Pre-stamp Period en -
velopes are not available at all , at present . Maybe there is a drawerfull some-
where out there.

Be aware of the fact that if you have not paid your membership dues by January 1,
you will be removed from the circuits.

Thanks for your trust . I am happy to serve you . (Mario Wiedenmeier, Circuit Manager)

THE QUESTION BOX

Many thanks to those who wrote regarding the possibility of photographing the
postage due stamps . As near as I can tell the photo idea has two drawbacks . The
photographers among us point out that lighting, film and developing nuances could
result in less than 100% accurate reproduction of the colors . Since we are look -
ing for very small color differences any inaccuracy could seriously damage the
value of the project . Postage due specialists point out that even perfect color
examples would not solve all problems of identification because the actual color
may depend somewhat on the stamp's history . Exposure to light and dirt can cause
small color changes . The shades of green ink cover a very broad spectrum render -
ing any categorization very difficult . To me these problems sound ominous enough
that I recommend we give up on the project .
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS OF SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; Pt .64

By Felix Ganz

RAILWAY STATION DATE STRIKES ON

POSTAL MATTER : PART IV
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It is apparent that dateless straightline railroad station cancellations on mail
were only a "last resort" method to cancel mail if no regular date canceler was
available -- of course always with exceptions, such as the "EILGUT ZURICH" mark
which is seen regularly, over a period of years . It must be observed, however,
that probably every railroad station possesses at least one dateless, straight-
line canceler (for forms, etc .) . . .and if a railroad cancellation buff asks beg-
gingly enough there will be many a stationmaster or assistant who, as a favor,
will put such a marking on a postage stamp or a cover : Straightline markings
with a date are more likely to have seen genuine use on postal matter, but only
if they are from main railroad stations in a certain locality -- and not, such
as the Pilatus-Bahn . Alpnachstad marking from a secondary line ' s station fifty
feet away, across the street, from the main railroad station. Thus t caution :
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STAMP PRICES SOARING 12% A YEAR

By H .J . Maidenberg (Reprinted from The New York Times)

Among the handful of small businesses that prospered during the Great Depression were
funeral homes, movie houses, ice cream parlors and stamp dealers . Each served a very special
personal need.

"Stamp dealers nourished the spirit of collectors and helped them survive their worldly
problems," explains Abbott Lutz, New York agent for Stanley Gibbons Ltd ., an old and respected
British philatelic house . He adds : "Today we are more and more serving the investment needs
of troubled people ."

The market for high-quality stamps has been climbing steadily by at least 12% a year,
according to trade estimates . Geoffrey Oakden, vice president of Stangib Ltd . in Hempstead,
L .I ., advises investors to recognize that stamp catalogues are often outdated as soon as they
are printed . "Prices have indeed been rising that fast," he says . Stangib is the American
corporate arm of the Stanley Gibbons organization, which has dozens of offices and agents
around the world.

An extraordinary surge in investor interest in postage stamps has occurred in recent years,
partly reflecting disappointment with more conventional investments and partly because the
profits from stamps are easily hidden . At the same time, investors trying to avoid scrutiny
may be running greater risks.

"Because many of the fortune hunters are closet investors who seek to avoid the tax
collector or, overseas, to move large amounts of money across borders," warns Mr . Lutz, "they
are relatively easy marks for unethical dealers ." He suggests that careful study should be a
prerequisite for anyone interested in investing in stamps.

"Look at this big carton of unused U .S . postage stamp rolls an investor wants me to sell,"
he says, standing in his office in Rockefeller Center . "Unless the owner of these stamps does
a lot of correspondence or is prepared to wait a few decades, he will be lucky to get back 80
or 85 cents on the dollar ." Contrary to a popular notion, the Postal Service will not repurchase
stamps from collectors or investors.

Even far more sophisticated investors are often victimized by dealers who buy up large
amounts of new issues, stage phony auctions to force prices up artificially and then publicize
the "increases" in the philatelic press.

What many investors don't know is that dealers dominate the auctions because they know who
the ultimate buyer of any quality stamp or collection will be - the serious collector," Mr.
Lutz noted . In other words, legitimate dealers usually have a customer in mind.

Nevertheless, unsophisticated investors are understandably attracted by the substantial
price appreciations of recent years . The Norway 4 skilling issue of 1855, for instance, fetched
$1,200 in 1972 - and $2,700 this year . In 1973, a 1913 South Africa LI stamp could be had for
$180; it is now worth $650 . The first postage stamp, the famous one-penny British issue of
1840, has risen in value from $225 to $775 in four years . The list is almost endless.

"Some of the recent surge in prices," Mr . Lutz explains, "reflects the blank checks given
dealers by wealthy Mideast hedgers against declining currencies . Others are the result of
dealers and investors buying and selling material back and forth among themselves ."

As Keith Harmer of H .R . Harmer Inc., a major New York stamp dealer, said : " One must
remember that, unlike stocks and bonds, the supply of quality stamps is finite . There are just
so many classics available . You cannot dilute the issue by printing more ." By classics, Mr.
Harmer meant stamps issued between 1840 and 1900 . Not only are these relativelyscarce, but
the printing technology of the period caused frequent variations in color, paper and even the
imprint itself.

"The price difference among the classics can be vast, depending on collector preferences
and rarity," he said . "Above all, condition dictates price . This has led to a proliferation
of forgeries . Stamps can be regummed, reperforated, cancellations lightened or removed,
important defects such as tears mended - all of which requires that investors be very careful ."

One way an investor or collector can protect himself is by "buying on extension," or ask-
ing the seller for a written agreement to refund the money if the stamp proves to be a fake or
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doctored issue . Another is to invest a small sum - between 1 percent and 5 percent of the
assessed value - for a certificate of authenticity . These documents are issued byphilatelic
societies that exist in all major cities here and abroad.

Stamp collectors and investors, moreover, tend to be highly nationalistic . "If you invest
or collect U .S . issues, you are in the right country," says Mr . Harmer, explaining that prices are
are usually higher in the country of issue . But he adds that the entry of the investor, some-
times manipulated by dealers, may lead to interest in issues of other countries.

"Today, for example, British Commonwealth stamps, classics and more recent issues, are very
hot, " he says . "We don't know why or how long the situation will last . Perhaps it is the re-
sult of heavy acquisitions by British and Mideast buyers concerned about paper money . I can say
that these hoards do hang over the market ."

He also noted that among the more manipulated markets were those for recent Israel and
Vatican issues because "some dealers have vast stocks of these stamps and have been known to
play games among themselves to push prices up ."

One pitfall faced by many investors, is that they frequently became fascinated by stamps
and become collectors . Mr. Harmer explained : "An investor must be dispassionate . Once he or
she becomes a collector, emotions take over . It is that strong an instinct ."

But whether investors are governed by emotions or the purse, they must reckon with the fact
that reputable dealers normally take at least 15 or 20 percent profit for their efforts . Which
means investing in stamps is not likely to be an in-and-out deal.

But investors with patience and expert advice can make killings in relatively brief periods.
For example, a set of three United States airmail stamps depicting the Graf Zeppelin and issued
in 1930, sold as low as $4 for $4 .55 worth of postage four years later, Mr . Harmer said . "Blocks
(four stamps) of the three Zeppelins sold for $2,500 four years ago and most recently for between
$7,000 and $8,000 . On the other hand, I would advise investors to forget about sheets of new
U.S . issues unless they are very, very young ."

Another dealer and auctioneer, Greg Manning of South Orange, N .J ., offered some additional
guidelines : "It is important to know where to buy and sell investment-grade stamps, and this
takes learning a bit of history about the business ."

European refugees largely created the American stamp market, Mr . Manning said . Stamps are
easily portable ; a fortune in stamps can be carried in a wallet or sewn into clothes, so many
Europeans fleeing Mussolini, Hitler and lesser villains brought large amounts of their worldly
goods to the United States in the form of quality stamps.

In the past two decades or so, a new generation of collectors and investors developed in
Europe and Latin America . Supplies of stamps began to flow out of the United States to these
areas particularly issues known and favored by the foreign investors, as investors sought
protection against falling currency values.

Mr . Manning stressed that investors in American issues, classic or other are more likely
to get better prices here than in foreign markets . Conversely, many foreign items are often
under-priced in this country . For instance, Mr . Manning said that despite the recent rise in
popularity of British Commonwealth issues in this country, these stamps fetch much higher
prices in London.

The same theme was echoed by J .P . Dowd, a dealer in Livingston, N .J. (Because dealers
carry on a large part of their business by mail, many are located outside New York to spare
their customers the 8 percent sales tax .) Mr. Dowd pointed out that Norwegian stamps have
traditionally had little appeal to American investors or collectors . "Whether it's the North
Sea oil that has stimulated Norway's economy or whatever, Norwegians are eagerly investing in
these issues and pulling supplies from other countries," he said.

He added : "Aside from the obvious, such as finding a reputable dealer and paying particular
attention to stamp condition, which cannot be overemphasized, the investor should do plenty of
researching . Philatelic societies and many stamp clubs have lots of Literature on every facet
of the subject ."

However, investors should be warned that collectors, as a rule, do not care much for those
interested solely in profit . An international philatelic expert like Herbert J . Bloch, who
authenticates valuable stamps, will not even discuss the subject with investors .



Dear Members,
This months auction will be short and sweet since quite a bit of

my time will be spent getting out the special AHPS auction to be held
in conjunction with MILCOPEX in March . I will make every effort to be
in Milwaukee for our annual convention and will especially enjoy
meeting as many of you as possible who can attend.

For this auction 1 Sfr . = .48¢ U .S.
Best of luck to all in auction #25. The closing date will be

March 15, 1978 .
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THE PRO JUVENTUTE ARMS STAMPS By E .J. Rawnsley of the Helvetia Philatelic Society (G .B .)
. . . Continued from the January issue.

The admission of Bern brought the ancient Confederation up to 8
cantons and there it remained for 130 years without further add -
ition.

F R I B O U R G - (1481) - Arms : Per fesse sable and argent.
Owes its origin to two distinct types of arms, those of its
banner and those of its seal . The banner is black and silver,
the Zahringen colours of the three towns founded by that family:
Fribourg (founded in 1178), Berthoud and Bern (original arms).

The seal shows a castle with three crenelated towers, representing the fortress built by the
Duke of Zahringen, which gave the town its name of 'Freie Burg' . Of the two shields, the
military one : 'Per fesse sable and argent' has always figured in paintings and on monuments
as representing the canton.

FRIBOURG (City) has for its municipal shield : ' Azure, a three towered castle argent,
having a demi-annulet at base of the last' . The demi-annulet is said to represent the loop
around the city made by the river Sarine . In the 17th century the two arms were combined in a
quarterly shield, but this did not prove very popular and by the end of
the last century this had disappeared from use and town and canton
reverted to their original arms.

The border of the stamp of 1922 has mitres and rosaries, drawing
attention to the fact that the city is the See of the Bishop of
Fribourg, Lausanne and Geneva, while the border of the stamp of 1930,

	

_
showing the town arms has on one side the symbols of learning and industry and on the other the
Bishop's mitre and crozier.

S O L O TH UR N - (1491)-Arms : Per fesse gules and argent.

The town of Solothurn is under the patronage of St . Urs, martyred on the
site of the Cathedral, and the earliest seals depict St . Urs carrying
the banner of the Theban Legion . In 1318, however, the Austrian Duke
Leopold instituted the use of the red and silver banner (a reminder of
Austrian rule) and these became the cantonal arms . The little banners in
the border of the 1924 stamp are a reminder of St . Urs and the mitres
represent the Bishop of Basle, who had a residence in Solothurn.

B A S E L - (1501) . The canton was governed by the Church until 1501 when it joined the Con-
federation . Later friction arose between the burghers and the country people
which led to a revolt in 1833 in which the townsfolk were defeated . By decree
of the Diet there followed separation into two half-cantons, thus dividing
cantonal rule between the Townsfolk and the country people.

BASEL-STADT (Town) - Arms : Argent the head of a crozier sable, facing dexter.
The arms of the town of Basel are derived from those of its Prince-Bishop who
bore as arms : 'Argent, a crozier gules facing sinister', which first appeared
on a seal of 1385 . As a difference the town adopted a black crozier and turned it
to the dexter. The little croziers forming the border of the 1923 stamp are a reminder
or its connections with the Church .
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BASEL-LAND (Country) - Arms : Argent, the head of a crozier with 7 crockets gules, facing sinister.

The red crozier was adopted in 1833 following the separation ; it is said to be
based on the arms of Liestal, the chief town, while the seven crockets are said
to represent the seven districts which form the half-canton . On the stamp of 192
the border is composed of ribbons, one of the principal industries of the region.

The joint arms per pale are frequently used on a combined shield, which is also
sometimes seen with a single supporter, a wyvern - a type of dragon also called
a basilisk - which is a punning reference to the name Basel, the true origin of
which, however, comes from the Roman fort of 'basilia' built around A .D. 358.

S CH AF FH A US E N - (1501) - Arms : Or, a ram salient sable, langued
gules, armed and crowned of the first.

The cantonal arms are a simplified form of the city of Schaffhausen, shown
below, but are of ancient origin, being used in this form on banners at the
battle of Sempach in 1386 . There is some controversy as to the origin of
the name 'Schiffhausen' or warehouses from which it got its wealth . The
former explanation is more likely to be correct, for in those early days
the emblems used heraldically had very specific meanings and would almost

certainly have been derived from a family name than from trade . (The tendency towards the
second theory was a later 18th century development when the art and use of pure heraldry fell
into decline) . The ram appears on the ancient seals as far back as the 12th century . The grapes
in the frame of the 1924 stamp refer to the many vineyards, particularly Hallau, from which
come famous wines.

SCHAFFHAUSEN (City) - are 'Or, on a mount in base vert, a city gateway argent,
issuing from the sinister side of the escutcheon and therefrom a ram springing
sable, horned and crowned or.

These are shown on the stamp of 1930, the border of which
is composed of grapes, again signifying the flourishing vineyards of this region.

AP PE N ZE L L - (1531) . The last of the 13 cantons of the Ancient
League . It is completely enclosed within

that of St. Gallen, and following religious disputes in the 14th century
was divided into two half-cantons, the Inner-Rhoden being Catholic and
the Ausser-Rhoden Protestant . Arms:
INNER-RHODEN : Argent, a bear salient sable, armed and langued gules.
AUSSER-RHODEN : Argent, a bear salient sable, armed and langued gules,
between the letters 'V' and 'R' of the second.

The arms are virtually the same as those of the Abbey of St . Gallen and
the town of that name, and of other towns in this neighbourhood, all of which at one time came
under the jurisdiction of the Abbey . The bear is from the legend of St . Gall, who brought
Christianity to the countryside . Having built a cell by the waters of the Steinach, St . Gall
was one day confronted by a bear . He ordered it to go and look for wood, the
bear obeyed and was rewarded with some bread . It thus became the emblem for
St. Gall (or St. Gallen) and on some of the ancient Abbey seals appear the
figures of the Saint accompanied by the bear holding the wood and the bread,
but in the arms of the communes the bear is always shown alone . The two half-
cantons have kept the same arms, differentiated only by the letters 'V' and 'R '
on either side of the bear, 'V' being the ancient way of indicating ' U ' for Usser.
The arms of these two half-cantons are never shown jointly on one shield, as are
those of Unterwalden and Basel, thus conforming to the heraldic law of not re-
peating the same device on each half of the shield . The border of the Inner-Rhoden stamp
1924 shows cow-bells, referring to the vast herds of cattle that graze on the rich pastures,
while the Ausser-Rhoden stamp of 1925 shows embroidery motifs, for which the area is famed.

of
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HUNTING FOR A CANCELLATION, by Walter Roth, president of the Luzern (Switzerland)
Philatelic Society, as reported to Felix Ganz who "translated the letter's more
amusing parts ."

No one wanted to succeed me as president of this group, and so I'm stuck again with
that job! (We have 800 members .) Therefore, I have very little time for extras, but
your letter concerning the missing parcel acceptance station cancellation of Luzern
BREITENLACHENSTRASSE intrigued me to the point that I had to get to the bottom of the
story. Everybody talks of it, but no one seems to have seen it " in the flesh . " I
thought it would be child's play to fulfill your wish for such a strike, but, oh no!
First I went to the regional headquarters where I know the director . He assigned his
associate director to help me but all his telephone inquiries were utterly fruitless.
Then I went to the materials section of the regional office, and what did I find? Two
parcel acceptance straightline cancellation devices were lying on a table -- ready for
destruction . They were of Hamikon and Rengg/Rotmoos . Luckily I could make a few final
strikes of both of these, as well as of the (blue) zip-code cds of that section, 6000
LUZERN, KREISPOSTDIREKTION, f. Concerning Breitenlachenstrasse no one there knew anything
at all, and not a single control strike was to be found in the office's archives . But
I came across a new cancellation for a brand new self-service postal station
EMMENBRUCKE-BENZIWIL. Then I went to the postal checks office hoping to find some reference to the
elusive cancellation of 1967-69 . I enclose 7 different cancellations from that office,
a to g; but Breitenlachenstrasse? Nothing but shaking of heads . To cheer me up they also
gave me a copy of their machine cancellation without flag . Then I learned that another
parcel acceptance station in Luzern, at Sternmattstrasse, just had received a new cancelling
device . It is enclosed in a copy, herewith, and with my compliments.

Breitenlachenstrasse, Breitenlachenstrasse . I finally found out that the parcel
acceptance station had been located in a supermarket, and a little later I was lucky to
trace the last supervisor before that store moved a few blocks, back in 1969 . The agile,
elderly lady did not own a strike, but insisted that the store had its own cancelling
device until the regular post office Luzern Hubelmatt was opened nearby . She even
claimed that on opening day she had to turn over the little canceller to the postal
authorities in that new office. Finally, a lead. The postal supervisor of that branch
is the son of a good friend of mine, and he furnished the sad news that they turned
over the Breitenlachenstrasse cancelling device to the materials section, for destruction!
However that gentleman, although not a collector himself, could provide addresses of a
few collectors in the neighborhood : a colonel, a ship captain, a public prosecutor, a
former judge, etc . In addition I combed through my society ' s membership roster -- all
in vain. Many felt that the cancellation had existed, but no one had ever seen or owned
one: at several meetings of our society the members present were asked, also without
any success.

In despair I wrote to the Postal Museum PTT in Bern, to the chief curator and cancel -
lation expert there . He, in turn, forwarded my cry for help to the reputedly most knowledge-
able of those stamp types, in French Switzerland . He recently replied to me that he, too,
was missing that particular acceptance station's marking . That gentleman also speculated
that the place might never have had its own cancelling device, but had used that of its
predecessor, with another street name on it . However, that was contradicted by the former
store supervisor . Short of a miracle, perhaps a large collection of this sort of cancel-
lation, I shall be out of my wits . Sorry, and good bye!!

(And then there are people who say cancellations are worthless mass productions? First
one to furnish a postal copy of this cancellation gets $25 . by return mail .)
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WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
THE SWISS-LIECHTENSTEIN PHILATELIC LITERATURE BIBLIOGRAPHY?

Some AHPS members may be wondering what ever became of the bibliography of Swiss and
Liechtenstein philatelic literature initiated in the January, 1975, "Tell " .

Over the past three years, thanks to the help of a few, much information has been
collected . AHPS members have examined the Swiss and Liechtenstein philatelic literature
holdings of such institutions as the Collectors Club of New York, the American Philatelic
Research Library, and the Smithsonian . Important philatelic Indexes, like those in "The
American Philatelist", "Stamp Lover", and "Literatur Nachrichten", have been completely
gleaned . All reported listings have been tentatively classified by subject, and typed in
full detail on 5" x 8" reference cards . At last count (for the statistically minded) there
were over 4,200 cards for Switzerland, and nearly 900 for Liechtenstein.

Is the Swiss-Liechtenstein bibliography now approaching publication as a useful and
precise tool? Unfortunately, the answer must be "No".

Let us look at one reference card for a moment . It pertains to a meaningful article,
John Schumacher's very competent and folksy discussion of the early Swiss Postage Dues
(complete with detailed recipe for making and applying original gum) . The lead entry is
" 7664) A Study Postage Due Stamps 1878-1909 Schumacher 11 pp . " , the description in the
best current commercial vade mecum, "HJMR Priced Guidé to Philatelic Literature, Second
Edition, 1971" . This card also has a number of other entries, as furnished by AHPS members
or as taken from various philatelic Indexes:

1) AHPS member #1 advises that this article appeared in the 1960 "S .P .A. Journal".

2) AHPS member #2 says in the February, March, and July issues of the 1961 "S .P .A.
Journal", and also in the "Helvetic Stamp Company Newsletter".

3) AHPS member #3 says in "The Swiss Philatelist", but gives no year or other
reference.

4) AHPS member 44 advises that this article is only 6 pages long, and that the
title is "Switzerland: A Study of the Postage Due Stamps Design of 1878-1909".

5) AHPS member #5 gives the author's full name as "John M . Schumacher", but says that
the article appeared in only the February and March issues of the "S .P .A . Journal.

6) "The American Philatelist" Index records this article as in the February, April,
and July issues of the "S .P .A . Journal".

7) "Literatur Nachrichten" Index does not mention this article at all.

8) "Stamp Lover" Index shows this article in the "Helvetia News Letter", Vol . 17, p. 9f.

Besides this card there are two additional reference cards with variant author name
or title which could pertain to the same article.

This particular card is, of course, an exaggerated example . However, at this point it
may be apropos to quote at some length from Albert H . Harris ' s Forward to the Harris and
Baker "Standard Index to Philatelic Literature, 1879-1925":

"This index has been in mind for twenty-two years . Its inception dates
from 1904 when . . . I prevailed on three members to cooperate with me in an
attempt to index the contents of the Society's library . We each undertook
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to index a separate journal, by means of loose slips, according to a care-
fully agreed plan. The attempt failed, as all such attempts must fail,
owing to the impossibility of obtaining anything like a satisfactory
degree of uniformity by this means.

"Philatelic Indexing is not so simple as it would seem . It contains so
many pitfalls that it would be folly to hope that the present work has
avoided them all. In the first place, it involves a library that must
be more than ordinarily comprehensive ; and that has been gathered together
for this purpose . It also demands some experience in discriminating between
academic accuracy and practical utility, since to index every shred of in-
formation would be to rival the Doomsday Book, and incidentally to engulf
practical sources of knowledge in a sea of petty references, ninety per
cent of which, so far as they are of any use, have been embodied in the
more important monographs and articles.

"New Issue Chronicles, and Book Reviews, for example, and journals which
contain practically nothing else, after careful consideration have been
omitted in toto, for this very reason ; and also because, so far as
reference to them is desired, the period of issue and the indexes to the
journals themselves, already provide sufficient guide.

"It will be obvious that many handbooks are reprints of, or based upon
articles by, the same, or by other writers ; and this involves different
degrees of duplication of references which it is impossible to avoid . . ."

Assuming some ability to distinguish between "Academic Accuracy" and "Practical Util-
ity" (as one chooses to define the elusive latter term), perhaps the key phrase here is
"a library more than ordinarily comprehensive . . .gathered together for this purpose".

-- Robert Scheuermann

AHPS	 Schedule at MILCOPEX
SATURDAY MARCH 4 IS AHPS DAY AT MILCOPEX

2 :00 p .m .

	

General membership meeting in Meeting Room A or B
on the first floor of the Ramada Inn.

3 :00 p.m .

	

AHPS Swiss slide show.

4 :00 p.m .

	

AHPS swap session and possible auction.

7 :00 p.m .

	

MILCOPEX Awards Banquet.

(Liechtenstein Postal Stationery topic at 10 :00 a.m.
Saturday, March 4, during UPSS Meeting)

General Hours for MILCOPEX - Friday, March 3 - 10 :00 a .m. - 8 :00 p.m.

Sat .,

	

March 4 - 10 :00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Sun.,

	

March 5 - 10 :00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m .
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Annual Treasurer's Report for 1977

We have had a successful year during 1977 . We have shown an increase
of approximately $2500 from December 31, 1976 to December 31, 1977.
That's fantastic, but let's look at the figures more closely . Dues
collections in late 1976 were quite slow and the majority of dues came
in during January and February, 1977 . Dues for 1978 were collected
mostly in 1977 (as they should be), and so, in effect, we had a
doubling of dues coming into the treasury last year . We also had a
very successful donation auction which put $702 .09 into the treasury
in addition to donations of $61 .10 during the year . The circuit added
another $545 .49 during 1977.
Let's look ahead to 1978 . Tell should cost a bit more this year, say
$1750 . There were two first class mailings of Tell in 1977, so postage
should again run about $850 . Officers expenses should be about $275,
since about $350 of the expenses in 1977 were to reimburse Bob Ross for
the October, 1976 Tell printing, and mailing costs associated with a couple
of 1976 Tell's . Printing of circuit books and miscellaneous items should
be about $125 for 1978 . There will be some expenses incurred during
MILCOPEX ($200 more or less) and also for library acquisitions . Say $300
total for those items, which includes copies of the March Tell to be given
out at MILCOPEX . Therefore the projected budget for 1978 comes to $3225.
So you can see, that even with no further income during 1978 we will still
be on the good side of the Zero line: However, advertisement, auction and
circuit income plus additional dues are still expected to roll in during
1978 . In other words, we are financially solvent to run smoothly during
1978, and I'm sure that's the nearest significant figure of any real
interest to each of you .

Robert T . Clarke, AHPS Treasurer
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